Sacred Site: Galactic Spiritual Center, Niebli, Pichincha, Ecuador
The Galactic Spiritual Center is located on 50 acres of beautiful property in the equatorial
zone, very close to zero latitude or the zero point of the torroidal magnetic field
surrounding the planet. Niebli, meaning “little fog”, is a hacienda that is located in the
Pululahua Geobotanical Reserve. It was the first national park created in Ecuador due to its
geological uniqueness as part of the geobotanical reserve is inside a 2500 year old caldera
(extinct volcanic crater) and has great natural diversity with more than 2000 species of
flora, great diversity of birds, mammals, and insects of exotic appearance. There are many
activities to do in the surrounding reserve area such as bird watching, hiking, mountain
biking, horseback riding, and just enjoying the incredible diversity in flora and fauna. The
Galactic Spiritual Center is located at the northern end of the hacienda Niebli and is adjacent
to the “rio blanco” (white river) a fast moving narrow canyon river that is walking distance
from the center…if you walk down to the end of the property and a few feet beyond, you will
reach a natural rounded “swimming pool” formed by the river before it drops off to
continue its rapid descent. The center lands are bordered on all sides by cliffs or ridges
making this a beautiful paradise that is somewhat “isolated” or protected from its
neighbors. This particular property, being at 6,000 ft, has a temperate climate ‐ and being
near the equator would be one the most desirable places to be in the case of ALL potentially
possible scenarios from the effects of Climate Change.

The Significance of the Location:
The land is located in the equatorial zone making it the “zero point” of the torroidal energy
of the earth’s magnetic field.
The land is shaped exactly like the milky way‐as above so below. This is what led us to
name it the Galactic Spiritual Center…we later got another huge confirmation in the form of
the latitude of the central point of the center.
The astrological center of the milky way galaxy is 05 sagitarius 36. The latitude that goes
thru the central point of our center is .05 seconds 36. This is too great a synchronicity to be
accidental and insignificant.
Also, as the land sits at 5500 ft to 6000 ft, the climate is just about perfect and the telluric
energy from sitting right next to an extinct volcanic caldera is also very present.
There is actually a museum in the area with dragon bones on display said to have been
found in this area.

Mission and Purpose of the Center:
Our vision for this center is to facilitate retreats, ceremonies, teachings, music, etc. The
Andes Mountains are attracting a lot of attention from the spiritual community now as this
seems to be the New Lemuria, the new sacred sites and where the chakras are lining up for
this new Age of Aquarius. According to this new line up of energy, the Quito area of Ecuador
is the heart chakra. Of course, we feel that Niebli is the heart chakra...the zero point of
birthing...the vortex out of which new energy is coming in. So, this is a very sacred mission.
We purchased the land on Earth day of 2009 at
p.m.. (adds to l3). 13 has been our
magic # leading and guiding us which represents the 12 into One and completion into
wholeness. The heartbeat of the Schumann Resonance of l3, Unity of the one heartbeat of

the macrocosom and microcosom in harmony and balance and returning to TRUTH and
living, moving as well as having our being in that TRUTH. As a Spiritual Update, you now
realize that So America is where the chakras are moving to and being put in place. The
energy of Mt Shasta in the U.S. has held the space of the heart center and is now being
uplifted to the sacred higher heart in Ecuador. You can feel that heartbeat on the property.
Also the Schumann Resonance will be in place for 2012 and will beat at l3. So it is up to
MAN to elevate his heart and unite with the beat of 13 into ONENESS. This is the only way
that we can be in unity, beating and connecting in the unified heartbeat as ONE. To BE is to
live in the Christ Consciousness of Divine Mind as an example and “as I be lifted up I will
draw all men unto you”. When we reach the 33rd principle, as you know, we are in
alignment of the spinal cord with the axis of our body and are in direct connection to the
flow of the divine in TRUTH.
Our purpose is to create the City of Light‐The New Lemuria‐The New Jerusalem back to
paradise into the Garden of Eden to live in unity and oneness out of duality. It is time to
begin to build the 7th root race and collectively raise the world's consciousness as we unite
and flow as one. What a blessing to be called to such an hour as this to be in Cosmic Service.
Ours original team consists of 3 which correlates to the Tibetan saying “We begin with the
Trinity”. In that Trinity, we amplify the ONE in Unity, Balance and Harmony. Others are
joining us in the vision as a WHOLE. We trust the universe to draw those who are called to
come and join us in uniting and solidifying the ONE to see if our paths are in resonance.
This is not about our power at all, it is about spirit paving the way and as the door is
opened, this is the way and we walk in it and the doors open and we can do exceedingly and
abundant of anything we could ever think or imagine. We live in a constant state of
miracles. We stand in awe and humility to be called for such a time as this to do thy will on
this earth as it is in heaven and to be Divine instruments for use in this earthly vessel. We
feel blessed going in and out. We have total abundance for we have everything to do what if
before us when it is necessary. We are the I Am That I Am‐the totality of everything that is,
was and will be in multi‐dimensional realms. Our main objective is to unite together as a
community of like minded individuals of higher consciousness. As we are integrated as a
whole we then begin to elevate the consciousness of humanity in the being state. We call it
building Heaven on Earth and also bringing heaven to earth contributing our talents and
gifts to build the Kingdom of God..

Being Led and Guided‐Our Story of Discovery
o

o

It all started out with Uriel talking about moving to Ecuador. Jaime and I both
thought..."Ecuador!, Why Ecuador????" so, we started researching and found they
were writing a new constitution that was inspiring and felt that there was
something special about being right on the equator...at that zero point energy. We
had also started gathering some information about the changes coming in the world
and felt that it was time we made a change in our lives to a life that was more
inspired, heart centered and peaceful. We decided to take a trip to Ecuador...we had
several synchronicities including having just the exact change in our wallets to pay
for passports, making phone calls that seemed an accident that led to finding our
lawyer, a place to stay when we arrived here and great friendships.
We arrived in Ecuador for the first time mid June of 2008 and rented an apartment
in Guapulo, Quito. The intention we had in our heads was to find some land in the
suburbs of quito (maybe an acre) and maybe grow a little food, have a little health
business, do some real estate, etc. I say this was the intention in our heads because,

o

o
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as is usual when you are on these types of journies, the path you are on will go in an
entirely different direction that you had intended because, at this point, the universe
is driving the vessel that is you...ultimately, that is the way any great inspiration is
born, gets nurtured and bears fruit in its divine cycle. So, during our searching I was
on the internet looking at available land and found the land in Niebli...immediately
felt this connection and excitement and told Uriel about it...she was also excited by
tried to remain neutral so that we would make a clear decision without her
influencing our decision. I then took a nap and woke up with the words "If you build
it, they will come"...I thought, what...is this the "Field of Dreams" movie with Kevin
Costner...but, no, it was clearly in my head and I thought, Okay, universe, I will go
forward with this and see where it leads.
We went down to see the hacienda Niebli later on that week and we descended
down into the volcanic formed caldera and gorge with mists and beautiful
mountains and flowers and silver trees and it was a very mystical feel to it, like you
were going back into time before this modern world to a world where you were one
with the elementals in the garden of eden. There were several pieces of the
hacienda that were for sale but we were drawn to the long narrow land at the end of
the road...and, there happened to be 12‐13 large birds that were flying right over
that piece of land...they may have been condors or turkey vultures but the locals said
that that number was very rare indeed. This was a confirmation of which piece of
land to buy for the center, we felt it in our hearts, the seed had been planted for the
galactic spiritual center. It took almost a year to actually close on the land...earth
day 2009...and another 2 years before we finally moved here to Ecuador.
How land represents the galactic center of the center:
When we arrived home we had several interesting synchronicities...we were visited
by 3 preying mantis in a 2 week period, we found that the land that had been chosen
for the center was almost exactly the shape of the milky way galaxy with the earth
lining up with the galactic center era 2012. Thus the name, the galactic spiritual
center. We later found that the the galactic center of the milky way in astrological
terms was 05 S 36...or 05 sagitarius 36. And, interestingly enough, the latitude .05
seconds 36 goes right thru our land and it goes thru our land right at the point of the
galactic center in terms of the map shape of land. Again, when spirit is leading, there
are no accidents. This is where the center of the galactic spiritual center is to being
built...

Building the Center:
o
o

How the design of the center came about:
Again, as with many visions, you start out with a vision which for us was to build the
center, then things go in a slightly different direction, information is gathered, some
twists and turns in the river or flow may occur which lead you back to the original
vision but with greater depth and insight and creativity. So, first we were going to
build a square foundational building with 2 floors and apartments for us to live in
within the building...it was to be 10,000 ft2 to represent unity or the 1...and the
square is representative of metatrons cube or the foundation. However, we were
given very large price tags for building this and because it was a square, it made it
awkward in terms of getting light and architectural interest. Then we were thinking
to build a house and marketing the vision of the center and raising money for that
but we had some extra abundance as Jaime's job continued remotely a full year after
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arriving in Ecuador. With this extra abundance, we decided to expand. One thought
was to build a modular style home and some casitas for community members. As
part of the vision, we would build community and then as a community we could
then build the center. The house design was starting to form into a central structure
and 2 pods coming off it, then I felt the central pod should be more circular, this
grew into a decagon (10 sided) circular building with the 2 pods and a few "casitas"
for guests. Then we had the big eclipse energy in early summer of 2010 and we got
that the circular building should become the center and the pods coming off the
center building would be living quarters for us, a hostel, spa, etc....and then for
everything to flow, the decagon became a dodecagon, 12 sides...this was then
confirmed in the numerological significance of 12 (footnote below). When drawing
all the connecting lines of the dodecagon, I discovered an inner hexagon and thought
this would be a great altar/meditation/sacred space for ceremonies, etc. Then we
started correlating the design with the biblical city of the new jerusalem which was
supposed to have 12 gates and an inner square. Interestingly enough, we did
correlate our design of the center with John Mitchell's, world renouned sacred
geometry expert and author, drawing of the sacred geometry of the new Jerusalem
and found that they were almost exactly alike...12 sided with inner hexagon! What a
divine confirmation! We were led then to purchase and individually muscle test all
the stones for the foundation, walls and covering of the new jerusalem to be buried
in the ground in certain grid areas of the center, placed in the walls and placed in the
covering. This process also led to a beautiful octahedron raw diamond to be placed
in the altar to bridge heaven and earth. There is also a merkaba or star of David that
is inherent to the geometry of the central area of the center. This merkaba is
delineated in wood with 144 crystals (72 above, 72 below=144) to represent as
above, so below, heaven and earth, masculine and feminine uniting.
Building Materials:
Our main mission and purpose is to follow the will of Spirit and to flow in and know
the natural laws and principles of the universe. All our plans for building, materials,
crystals, orgone, etc are based on these laws and this following of the directions and
intuitions and knowingness of the heart. Everything in the center is to vibrate and
synergize and flow to bring heaven to earth, unite masculine and feminine, go from
duality into unity and oneness. It is also critically important during these times to
ground, ground, ground so that you can feel the flow and vibration of the earth. In
order to facilitate this, we decided to make the building 99% free of metal. The
foundation is totally metal free and will use stones and gravel from the land and a
little bit of cement mixed with polycarbonate fibers to hold everything together and
provide a safe and solid foundation.
http://fibermesh.com/product.aspx?name=Synthetic+Fiber
The footers will go down about 4 ft to the bedrock of the property so
the building is very safe and is on ground that was formed by a volcano a
little under 3000 years ago.
The materials will be primarily rock from the land to build masonry
walls and wood, primarily recycled wood. The dome is to be made out of
recycled wood framing and clear polycarbonate. The only metal to be used
would be a little bit of copper for plumbing to bathrooms and kitchen and
any necessary nails, screws, braces and electrical.
We also plan on mixing some gold and silver mineral ore along with
some sea salt and powdered quartz into the mortar and cement to create an
orgone effect to increase the flow and vibration and life of the building.
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Vastu Principles of Direction:
Making the inside of the center flow created another challenge. We had
already decided that the inner hexagon space would be an altar/ ceremonial
space. We decided to consult a vastu expert to get some ideas of directional
energies. A dodecagon is not vastu compliant but we felt much of the
wisdom could still be incorporated into our design for optimum according
to Vastu, the inner square of a vastu structure is the space or as we thought,
Ether...then the directions of NE (Water), SE (Fire), NW ( Air), SW
(Earth)...so, we worked from the hexagon out to the 12 sides. The inner star
of David creates a 6 pointed star so in the 4 points of the star corresponding
to the specific elemental directions we decided to put a representation of
that element. In the SE, a fireplace...in the NE, a fountain (inside the hexagon
in NE is main altar)....in the NW, incense representing Air...in the SW, an
indoor garden to represent earth...working our way out, we arranged the
various rooms of the center along the outer walls of the dodecagon and also,
corresponded them to the energy of those particular directions. The main
entrance facing East towards the river and the rising sun (auspicious in Feng
Shui and Vastu), the offices in the NE, the media room and small conference
in the NW, the large conference in NE (earth)...the kitchen in SE, fire. The
pods to be built in Phase 2 are to come off of the cardinal directions of South,
North and West. A project that is in the vision is to build a meditation hut to
the NE of the center completely vastu compliant.

